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ABSTRACT

This article presents a computational model of expression in music performance:

the GERM model. The purpose of the GERM model is to (a) describe the principal

sources of variability in music performance, (b) emphasize the need to integrate

different aspects of performance in a common model, and (c) provide some

preliminaries (germ =a basis from which a thing may develop) for a computational

model that simulates the different aspects. Drawing on previous research on

performance, we propose that performance expression derives from four main

sources of variability: (1) Generative Rules, which function to convey the generative

structure in a musical manner (e.g., Clarke, 1988; Sundberg, 1988); (2) Emotional

Expression, which is governed by the performer's expressive intention (e.g., Juslin,

1997a); (3) Random Variations, which reflect internal timekeeper variance and

motor delay variance (e.g., Gilden, 2001; Wing and Kristofferson, 1973); and

(4) Movement Principles, which prescribe that certain features of the performance

are shaped in accordance with biological motion (e.g., Shove and Repp, 1995). A

preliminary version of the GERM .model was implemented by means of computer

synthesis. Synthesized performances were evaluated by musically trained participants

in a listening test. The results from the test support a decomposition of expression

in terms of the GERM model. Implications for future research on music performance

are discussed.

Music is expressive. That is to say, when humans listen to music, they usually expect
to be "moved". But what do we mean when we say that music is "expressive"? What
is the nature of musical expressiviry? Much has been written about expression by
philosophers, psychologists, musicologists, and musicians (e.g., Davies, 1994;
Gabrielsson and JusIin, 2002; Scruton, 1999), often with the implication that there
is something quite elusive about expressiviry. Thus, for instance, Matravers (1998)
notes that "expression seems almost to require a complicated and mysterious
analysis. This train of thought, although tempting, rests on a fallacy [...] that the
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explanation of a phenomenon must match that phenomenon in gravitas" (p. 225).
We argue that the problem of expressiviry is amenable to scientific study. In this
article, we explore the role of the performer in expressivity, primarily in Western
"classical" music. It is well-known that when acomputer plays a piece of music
precisely as notated, the music sounds dull and lifeless (Sloboda, 1994). This raises
a fundamental question: What does the performer add to the notated structure of a
piece of music to render it expressive? What is the origin of this expressivity?

It should be noted that there are different uses of the word "expression" in
the literature on music performance. Expression has been used to refer to the
"systematic variations" in timing, dynamics, timbre, and pitch that form the
microstructure of a performance, and differentiate it from another performance of
the same music (Palmer, 1997). The word expression has further been used to refer
to the emotional qualities of music, as perceived by listeners (Davies, 1994). But,
clearly, there is more to musical expressivity than only the expression of emotion. A
third sense of the word, then, is when we say that a performer is "playing with great
expression", in which case we may refer to the musical sensitivity of the performer .:
that he or she has a keen sense of just how a phrase is to be played (London, this
issue). These three senses of the word are related in that performers are able to use
systematic variations in performance parameters to convey emotion and structure to
listeners in a musically sensitive manner. Of particular interest in this special issue is
the relationship between emotional expression and other sorts of expression.

The role of the performer has been relatively neglected as compared to that of
the composer throughout the history of Western society (Cook, 1998). Even so,
studies of music performance have been conducted for at least a hundred years. This
research has yielded an impressive body of findings concerning different aspeCts of
performance (see Gabrielsson, 1999; Palmer, 1997). Indeed, performance studies
could now·almost be proclaimed a musicological discipline of its own (Rink, 1999).
Most performance studies have focused on the expressive variations that characterize
a particular performance. Researchers have spent a great deal of thought trying to
explain what functions, if any, such variations might serve.

A number ofdifferent approaches to expression have been advanced, for instance
in terms of generative rules (Clarke, 1988; Sundberg, 1988), essentic forms (Clynes,
1977), cues from vocal expression of emotions (Juslin, 1997a), composers' pulses
(Clynes, 1995), and physical motion (Todd, 1985, 1992; Friherg and Sundberg,
1999). However, no attempt has been made to integrate different approaches. We
think it is unfortunate that indi~idual approaches have been pursued as if other
approaches did not exist. Not surprisingly perhaps, the field of performance studies
has been characterized as "fragmentary" by some authors (Dunsby, 1995).

In this article, we propose a computational model of performance expression, the
GERM model (Juslin, Friberg and Bresin, 1999), which is an attempt to integrate
different approaches to performance expression into a common model. The
remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly describe the
principles of computational modeling. Then, we outline the primary components of
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the GERM model, along with empirical evidence supporting each component.
Finally, we report empirical data from a listening test mat evaluated a preliminary
implementation of the GERM modeL

COMPUTATIONAL MODELING

It is commonly suggested that the central act of the scientific method is to create
a model (e.g., Edwards, 1992). A model is a simplified representation of a
phenomenon in terms of its essential points and their relationships. The purpose
of creating a model is usually to facilitate understanding and communication
concerning the problem in question. In addition, it renders experimental
manipulation more feasible. There are various kinds of models (e.g., metaphoric
models, descriptive models, conceptual models, mathematical models), which differ
regarding their level of specificity. In this paper, we are con~erned with creating a
computational model. Briefly, this means that the relationships captured by the model
are expressed as mathematical procedures for calculating some variables on the basis
of values of others. The calculations are handled by implementing the model as a
computerized model, which permits simulation of the phenomenon of interest.
Simulation is a good way of drawing out the implications ofa model, some ofwhich
may be difficult to grasp beforehand.

The basic activities involved in computational modeling are as follows. The first
phase in the process involves defining a problem that is amenable to analysis in
computational terms: a system which involves quantities that vary over time and
factors producing this variability that can be described causally. The second phase
involves committing to paper the most important influences believed to be operating
within this system, along with their empirical evidence. In the third phase,
the model is represented in the form of source code, which can be "fed into" a
computer. This phase involves the challenge of turning the conceptual model into
a number of formal and nonambiguous instructions, which may reveal gaps in
thinking. In the fourth phase, computer simulation is used to determine how the
variables within the model behave over time. In the fifth phase, different tests
are performed on the model to thoroughly evaluate its validity. This may involve

.checking for logical consistency, matching the model output against previous data,
or testing the model against human subjects under the same, but varying, input
conditions. Th'e "behavior" of the ,model should also be contrasted with the
behavior of alternative models. Computational modeling is now a commonly used
tool in studies of musical behavior (Desain, Honing, vanThienen and Windsor,
1998).

OUTLINE OF THE GERM MODEL

Computational models can be created for a number of different reasons. The
general aim of the GERM model is to describe the nature and origin of patterns
of variability in acoustic measures shown over the time-course of a human music
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performance. More specifically, the purpose of the GERM model is (a) to describe
the main sources of variability in performance expression, (b) to highlight the need
to integrate different aspects of performance expression into a common model,
and (c) to provide the preliminaries for a computational model, which simulates
different aspects of performance expression and thereby permits us to explore their
interaction. The purpose is not to model the precise processes of the underlying
neurological mechanisms that generate expression, mainly because we still know
little about those aspects (for a review, see Hodges, 1996). We should acknowledge
right away that the model involves considerable simplification: to completely take
into account all factors influencing expression would be an impossible task. The
GERM model represents the germ of a model, which might serve to guide future
research on expression.

Figure 1 presents a schematic outline of the GERM model, as it currently stands.
Each letter in the acronym GERM stands for a specific component of expression
in performance: G stands for Generative Rules, E stands for Emotional Expression,
R stands for Random Variations, and M stands for Motion Principles. The four
components of the GERM model are implemented in Director Musices, a software
system for. "automatic" music performance developed by Friberg and co-workers
(Friberg, Colombo, Fryden and Sundberg, 2000). The output is a MIDI-file that
can be played on any synthesizer, thereby yielding performances with synthesized
expression.

Figure 1 makes explicit the critical inputs into the process of generating
expression in music performance according to the model, and illustrates how the
sub-processes are brought together at crucial points. On the upper part of Figure 1,
the main inputs to the model are indicated. The GERM model takes a musical score
and a performer interpretation as its input. We assume that the latter involves
both (a) a structural interpretation (e.g., a certain phrase structure) and (b) an
interpretation of the overall mood of the piece (e.g., melancholy). These two aspects
are part of the decision-making process implicit in the interpretative act. (Other
inputs that are assumed to influence performance expression include choice of
music-analytical scheme, expressive style, constraints of instruments, performance
conventions, musical style, relative weights of GERM components, and level of
motor precision).

Certain authors hav~ suggested a general mechanism to account for performance
expression (e.g., Todd, 1992). Why, then, decompose expression into different
components? First of all, it seems that a single mechanism cannot successfully
account for all of the variability in musical performance. Such a model is bound to
be incomplete in certain respects, as indicated by some recent studies (e.g., Clarke
and Windsor, 2000; Repp, 1990a; van Oosten, 1993). We believe that a satisfactory
model requires the integration of different approaches to expression - expressive
variations have multiple functions, as pointed out by Clarke (1995). Sometimes, an
expressive parameter can play apparently contradictory -roles (e.g., Clarke and
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Figure 7. Schematic outline of the GERM model.

Windsor, 2000). We believe that much can be learned from decomposing expression
into subcomponents. A decomposition of performance expression is consistent with
the view that the mind is composed of a complex architecture of interrelated but
high~y specialized "modules" (Coltheart, 1999; Fodor, 1983).

The GERM model decomposes expression into four primary components.
We believe that, although the components of the GERM model may interact in
important ways, they are partly, at least, independent. First, we believe that each
component in the GERM model 'has a distinct origin. Second, we propose that the
processing of the different components is related to partly different brain systems.
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Third, we believe that the different componentS have different effects on listeners'
perception of music performances. In the folloV\ring, we describe the components
in more detail, along with empirical evidence and information about how each
component was implemented in the GERM model (this includes ne"V\' algorithms
for the simulation of random variations and phrasing patterns based on human arm
gesture).

COMPONENT I: GENERATIVE RULES

One function of performance expression might be to convey the composed
structure to the listener in a clear and musical manner. This notion forms the basis
of the so-called generative approach (Clarke, 1988, 1995). This approach has its
origin in Chomsky's generative linguistic theory. The basic assumption is that a
serially ordered temporal phenomenon is controlled by a hierarchically organized
cognitive representation. It is well-known that music may be analyzed in terms of its
hierarchical structure (Narmour, 1983). For instance, small units such as melodic
gestures join to form subphrases, which in turn join to form phrases, and so forth.
Performance expression may be regarded as rule-based transformations of nominal
score values, originating in the performer's cognitive representation of the hierarchical
structure. By means of variations in such parameters as timing, dynamics, and
articulation, me performer is able to convey group boundaries (Gabrielsson, 1987;
Henderson, 1936; Palmer, 1989; Repp, 1992a), metric accents (Repp, 199Gb;
Sloboda, 1983), and harmonic structure (Palmer, 1996) (for a recent review, see
Friberg and Battel, 2002). Tempo variation, in particular, has, a tendency to be
determined by the phrase structure. Phrase endings are usually marked with
decreases in tempo and the amount of slowing reflects the depth of embedding in
the hierarchical structure. Expressive variations can therefore function as syntactic
markers, much as modifications of syllable durations and micro-pauses do in speech
(Carlson, Friberg, Fryden, Granstrom and Sundberg, 1989).

CD Grouping and differentiation. Indeed, drawing on speech research, Sundberg
(2000) has suggested that generative rules serve the twin sub-functions of grouping
and differentiation. Grouping rules serve to enhance the grouping of tones that
belong together in the structure (e.g., phrases, subphrases), whereas differentiation
rules serve to mark the differences between different categories (e.g., int~rvals, note
values). The assumption is that the rules convey the structure in a manner that is
optimal for human information-processing. Accordingly, generative rules seem
to partly reflect certain characteristics of human information processing such as
categorical perception (Clarke, 1987) and gestalt laws (Bregman, 1990; Meyer,
1956). One problem with the ,generative approach is the absence of any generally
accepted system of musical analysis (Clarke, 1985). For instance, an approach base,d
on Schenker's scheme, and one based on Meyer's sch~me, may analyze the properties
of one and the same structure in fundamentally opposed ways (hence, the structural
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interpretation of the notation is considered to be a variable parameter in the GERM
model that must be set by the user at run time; Figure 1). But even if the structure
is analyzed in a similar way by twO performers, they may still be using different rules
for translating the structure into expressive variations depending on performance
conventions that differ from one musical style (e.g., Baroque) to another (e.g., Jazz)
(Friberg, 1995a). Thus, predicting the expressive pattern that results from generative
rules is difficult without knowing the style of the piece in question.

It might be assumed that generative rules are processed primarily by the left
hemisphere of the brain, V\Thich seems specialized to some extent on analytic,
sequential, syntactical, and local processing (Bradshaw and Nettleton, 1983).
Generative rules are systematic and intentional, and may be applied in an explicit
manner - as evidenced by the fact that the KTH rule system was developed
largely on the basis of suggestions from a professional music performer and teacher,
Lars Fryden (Sundberg, Friberg and Fryden, 1991). Presumably, however, performers
are more aware of expressive variations on the "macro-level" than on the "micro
level" (Sloboda, 1996). Moreover, generative patterns do not completely disappear
even when performers are asked to avoid playing them altogether, which shows that
they are not entirely under voluntary control (Palmer, 1989; Penel and Drake,
1998).

.. Implementation. Given a particular structural interpretation, the GERM model
transforms the notation into generative patterns of expression that reflect the
musical structure. The implementation of this component was basically a sub-set of
the KTH performance rule system presented in Friberg's doctoral dissertation
(1995a; but see also Sundberg, 1988). This system now features about 30 rules
which influence phrasing, punctuation, accents, articulation, and so on. In applying
these rules we have tried to focus on the rules that have received the most empirical
support, such as the phrase arch rule (marks phrases at various hierarchical levels;
Todd, 1985; Friberg, 1995b), the phrase articulation rule (inserts final lengthening
in phrases; Friberg, Sundberg and Fryden, 1987; Henderson, 1937; Repp, 1990b),
and the punctuation rule (inserts micro-pauses between melodic gestures; Clarke,
1988; Friberg, Bresin, Fryden and Sundberg, 1998). Table 1 (next page) shoV\Ts the
rules included in the current version of the GERM model in terms of a description
of each· rule and representative references to articles in which the rules and their
derivation are documented.

COMPONENT II: EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION

A second function of performance expression could be to render the performance
with a particular emotional expression Guslin, 1997a, 2001). As pointed out by
Shaffer (1992), "a performer can be faithful to the StnlCture and at the same time

have the freedom to shape its moods" (p. 265). A recent questionnaire study
suggests that performers often try explicitly to communicate particular emotions
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Table 1
The complete rule set-up of the GERM model in the present study

Rule Name/ Rule Description Affected

Component Performance
Variables

Phrase arch (G) Each phrase is performed with an arch- dr, sl

like tempo curve: starting slow, faster in

the middle, and ritardando towards the

end. The sound level is coupled so that a

slow tempo corresponds to a low sound

level. The phrase boundaries must be

marked in the score (Figure 6)

Phrase articulation Micropauses after phrase and subphrase dr, dro

(G) boundaries, and lengthening of the last

. note in phrases. The phrase boundaries

must be marked in the score (Figure 6)
Punctuation (G) AutOmatically locates small tone groups dr, dro

and marks them with a lengthening of the

last note and a following micropause

Duration contrast InsertS a micro pause between two dro

articulation (G) consecutive notes if the first note has an

101 ofberween 30 and 600 milliseconds

Score legato Tone overlaps for notated legatO dro

articulation (G)

Scale duration (E) Shortens or lengthens all notes in the d.r
score by a constant percentage (tempo)

Set sound level Decreases or increases the SPL of all 51
(E) notes in the score by a constant value in

dB

Mean articulation Sets the articulation of all the notes in the eiro

offset (E) score to the same mean level

Im:ernal clock Simulates internal cimekeeper noise and is d.r
noise (R) applied to tempo

MotOr noise (R) Simulates motar noise in the duration of dr

each note in the score

Motor noise Simulates motor noise in the SPL of each 51
amplitude (R) note in the score

Phrasing with Renders tempo changes wi th a pattern of dr

gesture pattern accelerando/decelerando following human

(M) arm gest\,1Ies

Reference

Friberg (l995b)

Friberg, Sundberg

and Fryden (1987)

Friberg, Bresin, Fryden

and Sundberg (1998)

Bresin and Friberg (2000)

Bresin (2000)

Bresin and Friberg (2000)

Bresin and Friberg (2000)

(this paper)

(this pape.r)

(this paper)

(this paper)

(this paper)

1
i
1

I
!
I

Description of the affected variables:

sl Sound level in decibel relative to a constant value defined in OM (Default value is sl=O)

dr Total interonset duration in rru;

dro Offrime duration. i.e., offset to next onset.

~. The effect of each rule can be amplified or damped by multiplying it with an emphasis parameter called k.
Additional rules required simply for the implementation of the performance were normalize duration, normalize sound

level, and melodic synchronization (see Friberg, 1991; Sundberg, Friberg and Fryden, 1989).
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to listeners (Lindstrom, Juslin, Bresin and Williarnon, 2002). W'hereas generative
rules are only meaningfully interpreted in relation to a particular musical structure,
emotional expression offers additional, partly independent expressive information.
This component of the GERM model is based on studies conducted during the last
decade (for reviews, see Juslin, 200 1, and Juslin and Laukka, 2001 b). In these
studies, it has been shown that performers are able to communicate specific emotions
to listeners (Gabrielsson and Juslin, 1996; Gabrielsson and Juslin, 2002; Juslin,
1995, 1997a, 1997b, 1998, 2000; Juslin and Madison, 1999; Sundberg, Iwarsson
and Hagegard, 1995). To accomplish a particular emotional expression, the
performers use a code which involves a whole set of acoustic cues (i.e., bits of
information). A summary of the code established in studies so far is presented in
Figure 2 (next page). Included are the five emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear,
love/tenderness) that have been most studied. These emotions represent a natural
point of departure since all of them are seen as "typical emotions" by lay people
(e.g., Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson and O'Connor, 1987). Their relevance for musical
expression is confirmed by recent questionnaire studies, in which participants
were asked what emotions can be expressed by music (cf Table 3, p~ 73). Some of
these emotions may be less relevant when it comes to induced emotion, since music
is typically created to induce positive emotions.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the relevant cues include tempo, sound level, timing,
intonation, articulation, timbre, vibrato, tone attacks, tone decays, and pauses. Both
the mean level of a cue and its variability throughout the performance may convey
information. Figure 2 is limited to a few emotions although one can easily imagine
how these emotions are combined or "mixed" in different ways, and also how the
emotional expression could be altered during the performance (ef Juslin, 2001). The
emotion categories could be seen as "snapshots" ofspecific moments in performances
where certain emotions are particularly well conveyed to listeners. A first attempt to
synthesize emotional expression in music performance directly on the basis of these
findings was made by Juslin (1997b; Experiment 1). He found that it was possible
to simulate emotional expression in performances by means of empirically based
synthesis ofacoustic cues. A second experiment indicated that cues made independent
contributions to listeners' judgments.

• Acoustic code deriving from emotional speech. We can explain a performer's
ability to convey specific emotions to listeners in terms of a set of theoretical
assumptions (Juslin, 1995, 2001). First, it may be assumed that the cues used by
music performers to express emotions ultimately derive from vocal expression of
emOtions. This hypothesis has received strong support from a systematic review,
which indicates that the cues used to express emotions in speech and music
performance are highly similar (i.e., Juslin & Laukka, 2001 b). Because we are all
familiar with vocal expression, expression of emotion in music performance is
accessible to anyone - regardless of musical training (Juslin, 1997a). But if
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......
IV

Low ActivilJl

• TENDERNESS
slow mean tempo
slow tone attacks
low sound level
small sound level variability
legato articulation
soft timbre
large timing variations
accents on stable notes
soft duration contrasts
final ritardando

Positive Valence
" HAPPINESS
fast mean tempo
small tempo variability

staccato articulation
large articulation variability
fairly high sound level

little sound level variability
bright timbre
fast tone attacks
sma]) timing variations
sharp duration contrasts
rising micro-intonation

High Activity

.. SADNESS
slow mean tempo
legato articulation
small articulation variability
low sound level
dull timbre
large timing variations
soft duration contrasts
slow tone attacks
flat micro-intonation
slow vibrato
final ritardando

• FEAR
staccato articulation
very Jow sound leve1
large sound level variability
fast mean tempo
large tempo variability
large timing variations
soft spectrum
sharp micro-intonation
fast, shallow, irregular vibrato

• ANGER
high sound level
sharp timbre
spectral noise
fast mean tempo
small tempo variability
stHccato articulation
abrupt tone attacks
sharp duration contrasts
accents on unstable notes
large vibrato extent
no ritardando

Negative Valence

Figure 2. Summary of acoustic cues used to express emotions (adapted from Justin, 2001).
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Table 3
Relevance of emotion categories in the musical expression of emotion:

Subject's ratings of the extent to which particular emotions can be expressed by music.

(Only the 10 most highly rated emotions are shown; adapted from

Kreutz, 2000; Lindstrom et al., 2002)

Lindstrom et al. (2002) Kreutz (2000)

Subjects 135 expert musicians 50 college students

Total No of emotions 38 32

Rank ordering
1. Joy Happiness
2. Sadness Sadness
3. Anxiety Desire
4. Love Pain
5. Calm Unrest
6. Tension Anger
7. Humour Love
8. Pain Loneliness
9. Tenderness Fear
10. Anger Despair

Note. Those emotion categories that correspond to the emotions shown in Figure 2 are set in bold
text. (Anxiety belongs to the "fear family", and tenderness to the "love" family, see, e.g., Shaver et
al., 1987.) The originallisrs of emotion terms contained both "basic" and "complex" emotions, as
well as some terms commonly emphasized in musical contexts (e.g., solemnity).

performers are to apply this code to their performances, they need to understand the
parallels between the human voice and musical instruments, and to learn sufficient
technique to express emotions in accordance with the vocal code (of course, a
performer's utilization of cues is also influenced by culture, but this factor seems to
have a smaller impact on cue utilization.)

Second, it can be assumed that emotional communication in music performance
proceeds largely in terms of a set of basic emotions. Several major researchers in the
emotion field have adopted this approach (Clynes, 1977; Ekman, 1992; Izard,
1977; Lazarus, 1991; Oatley, 1992; Panksepp, 1998; Plutchik, 1994; Tomkins,
1962). Evidence of basic emotions includes findings of (a) distinct brain regions
associated with basic emotions (Panksepp, 1992, 1998), (b) distinct patterns of
physiological changes (Ekman, Levenson and ,Friesen, 1983; Schwartz, Weinberger
and Singer, 1981), (d) cross-cultural accuracy in facial and vocal expressions of
basic emotions (Ekman, 1992; Scherer, Banse and Wallbott, 2001), (c) primary
development of basic emotions (Harris, 1989), (d) clusters which correspond to
basic emotions· in similarity ratings of emotion words (Shaver et al., 1987),
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(e) categorical emotion perception in facial and vocal expression of emotion (de
Gelder and Vroomen, 1996; Etcoff and Magee, 1992; de Gelder, Teunisse and
Benson, 1997), (f) reduced reaction times in lexical decision tasks when priming
words are taken from the same basic emotion category (Conway and Bekerian,
1987), and (h) phylogenetic continuity of basic emotions, as indicated by
animal studies (Panksepp, 1998; Plutchik, 1994). The notion that emotional
communication in music proceeds in terms of basic emotions concerns both the
emotional contents of the communicative process and the degree of communicative
specificity. Regarding contents, it may hypothesized that the vocal code - from
which the musical code is believed. to derive - is particularly effective with regar,d
to emotions that concern fundamental life issues. Regarding specificity, it may be
hypothesized that basic-level categories represent the optimal compromise between
two opposing goals of an emotion decoder: (a) the desire to have the most
informative categorization possible, and (b) the desire to have the categories be as
discriminable as possible (Corter and Gluck, 1992). Together, these assumptions
imply that, to be useful as guides to action, emotional expressions are quickly
decoded in terms of just a few categories related to such fundamental life problems
as danger (fear), competition (anger), loss (sadness), cooperation (happiness),
and caregiving (tenderness). While musicians may not think in such terms, these
principles will still operate in terms. of biological constraints on what can be
communicated successfully via acoustic cues. For instance, Juslin (1997c)
investigated decoding accuracy across response formats, combining quantitative data'
from "forced-choice" judgments of performances with qualitative data from free
labeling of the same performances. The MO methods converged on the conclusion
that what could be communicated reliably was basic-level emotion categories but
not specific nuances within these categories. Finer nuances, it would seem, can only
be communicated through the addition ofsome context, such as lyrics (London, this
issue) 1. Supporting the view that emotions in music performances are decoded
in terms of basic emotion categories, there is evidence of categorical perception of
emotions from vocal expression (de Gelder and Vroomen, 1996), which involves
largely the same acoustic cues.

Third, it can be assumed that the performers communicate emotions to
listeners by using a set of probabilistic (i.e., uncertain) albeit par~ly redundant cues,
which contribute in an additive fashion to listeners' judgments of the emotional
expression (these are additional characteristics of the code that music performance
shares with vocal expression of emotion). The various cues, and how they are
combined to express and recognize ~motions, may be captured by regression

(1) This may hold not only for the emotional expression conveyed by performance cues, but also

for emotional expression in music, more generally. The representation of emotion seems to operate

on a fairly broad level (Dowling and Harwood, 1986, p. 210, p. 212; see also Gabrielsson and Juslin,
2002).
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models in what amounts to "emotional psychophysics". All of this might be
described in terms of a Brunswikian lens model (Juslin, 1995,2000). A Bruns~rikian

conceptualization in terms of U integration of multiple cues") which could be
contrasted with a Gibsonian conceptualization in terms of "higher-order-variables"
(Gibson, 1979), is supported by knowledge about the ~ortical organization of
audition, in which both speech and music involve perceptual processes that cut
across various domains, but that seem to involve separate representations for
different acoustic features: for example, one for the frequency patterning (e.g.,
speech intonation, music melody), and anomer for timing (Handel, 1991, Ch. 12).
Speech, music, and event perception all seem to require the integration of cues from
these representations. Decoding of emotions from acoustic cues appears to occur
instantaneously in both speech (Pollack, Rubenstein and Horowitz, 1960) and
music performance (Peretz, Gagnon and Bouchard, 1998), through parallel
processing that occurs mainly in the right hemisphere (e.g., Borod, Cicero, Obler,
Welkwitz, Erhan, Santschi, Grunwald and Agosti, 1998; B.ryden, Ley and
Sugerman, 1982; Cor.ballis, 1983). This stands in contrast to generative rules which
are processed in a serial, analytic fashion mainly by the left hemisphere. Granted,
generative rules may increase the emotional impact of a piece of music, but they do
so mostly by enhancing the emotional impact inherent in the structure. Emotional
expression cues, in contrast, add a parallel channel of affective information which
can support or contradict the expression of rhe musical structure. Performers' use of
these expressive cues is systematic and intentional, although largely implicit in
nature auslin and Laukka, 2000).

o Implementation. Given a particular mood interpretation (see Figure 1), the

GERM model transforms the notation into patterns of expression that serve to
convey a particular emotional expression to listeners. The code described above is
implemented by a macro-rule for each emotion which activates a set of sub-rules for
individual cues2• The model specifies in a quantitative manner how each cue is to be
affected by the intended expression. Examples of macro-rules and sub-rules for
different emotions are presented in Table 2 (next page). The exact formulation of
each sub-rule was determined both heuristically (i.e., through listening) and through
modeling of empirical data from previous performance studies. In general,
Generative Rules tend to be "bottom-up" (i.e., determined by local musical
structure), Vt,hereas Emotional Expression tends to be "top-down" (a holistic

interpretation of the piece affects local performance features). Most of the rules in
Table 2 were evaluated in a previous study (Bresin and Friberg, 2000).

(2) The macro-rule corresponds to a n rule palette" in Director Musices, the software that was used

to implement the sub-rules for each emotion.
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Table 2
Sub-rules for the expression of happiness and sadness as implemented

in the GERM model (adapted from Bresin an'd Friberg, 2000)

COMPONENT III: RANDOM VARIATIONS

A third component of performance expression in the GERM model is random
variations. It seems generally agreed that human performance is not controlled by a
completely deterministic motor system (e.g., Clarke, 1985; Repp, 1997a; Shaffer,
1982). Performance expression always contains random variations (although they
may be relatively small in comparison to systematic variations). Accordingly, two
successive performances are never exactly identical, even though they could have the
same overall "feel". Stochastic variations are commonly regarded as "error variance"
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in studies of performance. The GERM model differs from previous models in that
it includes random variations as part of the expression. There are four reasons, we
believe, why random variations should be included in a model of performance
expression.

First, from a perceptual view, it seems irrelevant if a certain expressive feature is
intended or not as long as it contributes to the listener's impression of the music.
For example, if a note is lengthened at a particular instant of the performance, a
listener would not be able to tell how much of this lengthening is systematic and
how much is nor. The perceptual effect is the same, regardless of whether this
lengthening was intended or not. Second, from an aesthetical point of view, random
variations would seem to contribute to the "living" character of music played by
human beings. Thus, if we truly want to simulate human performance, we must
incorporate this characteristic into the model. Third, even the stochastic variations
in human performances are not completely random. They display a tendency that is
interesting in its own right, namely temporal drift. Finally, from a technical point of
view, it is usually hard to differentiate random variations from intended variations
in music performance data. Therefore, researchers typically end up trying to explain
variability representing a mixture of random and systen1atic variations. Arguably,
the ability to explain this variability increases by including the characteristics of the
random component in the actual model of performance expression.

.. Studies of finger tapping. The stochastic component of performance might be
modeled by letting a computer use a random function to simulate this kind of
variability. However, not JUSt any random variations will do the trick: the variations
must be similar to the ones exhibited by humans. It may come as a surprise to the
reader that noise or fluctuations come in a variety of forms (Gilden, 200 1), which
range from "white" noise (uncorrelated fluctuations) to "brown" noise (random
walk). Noise in musical performance should ideally be modeled on the basis ·of
knowledge about the limitations of human perceptual-motor skills. It is quite
difficult, however, to learn about such limitations from performance studies,
because of the problem of separating random variations from systematic variations.
Similarly, because random fluctuations are likely to be very small, operating close to
the level of what can be heard by a listener, and may be difficult to perceive clearly
in performances that include other variations as well (Clarke, 1989), it is difficult
to rely on listeners' judgments to develop algorithms with the right characteristicsD
The best, although far from perfect, approach (Juslin, Friberg and Bresin, 1999) is
probably to rely on results from studies of finger tapping.

Results from studies of isochronous interval finger tapping have indicated that
the random variations have a number of characteristics. First, their standard
deviation usually corresponds to between 3 and 6 percent of the inter-onset

interval (101). Second, training may decrease the variability to some extent, but even
professional performers do not display variability less than about 3% of the 101 (see
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Madison, 2000; Yamada, 1998). Third, timing variability data may be divided into
(a) a high-frequency component related to negative first-order dependency (shown
in zig-zag patterns of lOIs), and (b) a low-frequency component related to positive

higher-order dependency (temporal drift). Fourth, the magnitude of random
variations appears to increase as a function of the 101, ",rim possible breaks in this
function around, say, one second (for a recent review, see Madison, 2000). These
findings were extended from simple finger tapping to music performance by Repp
(1997a), who found that across repeated performances of the same music at the
same intended tempo, standard deviations of individual lOIs increased linearly
with their average duration. In other words, long lOIs (in IDS) were less accurately
reproduced than short lOIs. This strongly suggests that the relationship between
101 duration and variability holds in the case of music performance.

• Time-keeper theory. How should these findings be explained? First, the magnitude
of variability is roughly the same, regardless of the effector used (finger, wrist, feet)
(Hibi, 1983). Second, individual level of tapping variability is correlated with
temporal discrimination ability (e.g., Ivry and Hazeltine, 1995; Keele, 1987).
Together, these findings suggest that a central mechanism that is common for
production and perception is responsible for part of the variability. The dominant
approach to account for the characteristics of random variability in finger tapping
is time-keeper theo rye This refers to the idea of an internal ,ctime-keeper" which
serves to provide temporal reference points for movements (Shaffer, 1982). The
general notion is that the performer may time each tap from the previous timekeeper
beat, thereby eliminating the possibility of a cumulative drift. If the performer can
utilize an internal timekeeper which is super-ordinate to the motor system, one
may develop a clock model to describe the time series of intervals that fluctuate
randomly, but have an underlying periodicity - free from temporal drift. McGill
(1962) developed such a model under the assumption of a determinate clock which
generates pulses with a fixed period.

.However, the assumption ofa determinate clock is not psychologically plausible.
Wing and Kristofferson (1973) thus weakened the assumption to one of a stochastic
clock, but otherwise retained the general form of the modeL They also made
an important 4istinction between time-keeper variance (which varies with 101
duration) and motor variance (which is assumed to be constant). Support for the
independence of motor delays and time-keeper delays was obtained by Wing, Keele,
and Margolin (1984) in a tapping study ofa patient with Parkinson's disease. In this
patient the disease was restricted to one brain hemisphere. The patient showed
elevated clock variance when using the hand contralateral to the diseased
hemisphere, but normal clock variance when using the hand contralateral to
the normal hemisphere. In contrast, neither hand showed unusual motor-delay
variance. The model developed by Wing and Kristofferson (1973) has been
successful in capturing many of the properties of tapping data. Previous studies of
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the model have assumed that both time-keeper and motor delay variance are sources
of white noise but with possibly different variances, but this assumption has recently
been called into question (Gilden, Thornton and Mallon, 1995).

" 11f noise in human performance. Gilden et aL (1995) were able to demonstrate
that random fluctuations in a finger tapping task can be simulated successfully
by two factors: (a) 11[ noise applied on the lOIs, reflecting timekeeper variance
which changes according to 101 (larger amplitude for longe~ lOIs) and
(b) uncorrelated white noise applied on onset time, reflecting motor delay which
is constant across 101-durations. Ilf noise (i.e., noise for Vtrrhich the power
varies inversely with the frequency) is found in a diverse number of physical and
biological systems, and is believed to be a signature of dynamic complexity (e.g.,
Gardner, 1978). Gilden (200 1) has suggested that its presence in psychological data
reflects cognitive representations: positive correlation derives from the kind of
memory-based expectations that occur when a person tries to reproduce a temporal
interval.

The nature of the hypothesized time-keeper is currently under debate (for a
discussion, see Madison, 2001). Some authors favor a clock counter model which
measures a long interval by accumulating shorter intervals and "keeping track of
their number" (e.g., Iv:ry, Keele and Diener, 1988), others favor an interval timer
model which postulates that different durations are timed by distinct elements (e.g.,

Moore, 1992). The neural substrates responsible for the time-keeper function are
still uncertain. It has been suggested, however, that the cerebellum is involved in
processes such as coordinating the timing of intricate movements and monitoring
how well the actions are being carried out. This renders it a plausible location for a
time-keeper mechanism (lvry, Keele and Diener, 1988; Rosenbaum, 1991).

Regardless of the particular model one adopts to explain human time-keeping, it is
apparent that random variability is an unavoidable aspect of human performance,
and that it may be usefully described in terms of a mixture of l/f noise and white
noise. Random variations are, of course, not intentional and display only a very low
level of systematicity, namely that of temporal drift.

" Implementation. Based on the two-factor solution developed by Gilden et

aL. (1995), we embarked to create an algorithm which could simulate the
characteristics of human timing variability. Because this algorithm has not been
presented previously, we shall explain it in some detail in the following. First, we
combined empirical data from different studies of isochronous interval finger
tapping (productionl synchronization) and music performance (synchronization),
and arrived at a set of results on the relationship bervveen 101 duration and random

variability (Figure 3, upper panel). As a guiding principle, we assumed that

performers playas accurately as they can hear; that is, that the time-keeper is likely

to be· the same in perception and production (ef Ivry and Hazeltine, 1995; Repp,
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1997a). This notion is supported by findings showing, for instance, that individual
level of tapping variability is correlated with temporal discrimination ability (Ivry

and Hazeltine, 1985), and that production data follow approximately the same
trend as perception data (Repp, 1997a). Figure 3 (upper panel) shows how the
magnitude of variability changes as a function of 101, according to the included
data. Previous studies have described this relationship as linear, but it would appear
that the data are better described by tvVo linear segments, with a breakpoint at about

1300 ros.
To 'simulate the random component of expression in music .performance, we

developed an algorithm consisting of two noise components: Motor delay noise was
modeled as white noise added to each tone onset time and tone sound level. Internal
time-keeper noise was modeled by generating white noise with a variability-range
depending on each note 101, and then filtering it to obtain l/f frequency response,
using a weighted sum of first order filters (e.g., Kellett, 2000). The filter was

accurate to within +/- 0.05 dB over a large part of the total frequency range. The
overall amount of the internal time-keeper noise was set so that the standard

deviation ratio of time-keeper and motor noise was 0.57 at 101 = 300 ms, as'
reported by Gilden et al. (1995). The curve of the variability range derived from the
two linear segments in Figure 3 (upper panel).

The overall amount, however, was fine-tuned in informal listening tests (using
isochronous melodies) in accordance with the hypothesis that random variations are
of a magnitude close to the human perceptual threshold for time discrimination.
(Applying the exact amount of random variability that is indicated by the linear
segments in Figure 3 yielded an amount of variability that was considered
unrealistically large by listeners in informal listening tests.) Simulations of the model
were run, where the standard deviation was computed ten times for 1000 tones
each3• The mean values for each component as well as their combination are shown

in, Figure 3 (lower panel). Note that the combined model follows the lower edge of
the measurement data - which corresponds to results from tapping studies (e.g.,
Peters, 1989) where the lower limit of random variability is captured, rather than
results from performances (e.g., Rasch, 1979) where random variability is probably

confounded to some extent with systematic variability.
If the standard deviadon of the model outp~t is plotted as a percentage of

the 101 (Figure 4, upper graph, p. 83), we obtain a similarity with the just noticeable
difference (JND) of different time deviations in isochronous sequences (Figure 4,
lower graph). In

f
the middle part, the standard deviation of the model is relatively

constant, following Weber's law, and then it increases for longer ·IOIs. This part
(lOIs> 300 ms) is close to perceptual estimates of tempo perturbations and cyclic

(3) It was not possible to use longer sequences (which may be desirable when simulating spectra),

because the time-keeper noise contains very low frequencies that generate temporal drift. Hence,

if too long sequences are used, a slow drift might introduce very large standard deviations.
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(upper panel) Data on the relationship between random variability an'd IOf-duration featuring

two linear segments fitted to the data. (Data were taken from Rasch, 1979; Friberg,

unpublished; Peters, 1989; Yamada, 1998; Madison, 2000; Michon, 1967).

(lower panel) Average values for each random variability component, and their combination,

derived from computer simulations.
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displacement, in line with the slowly varying clock component that is dominant
in this region. The sharp increase below 300 ms is generated primarily by the
motor component, and is closer to the perceptual threshold of single intervals in
isochronous sequences, again as line with the nature of the motor component,
~Thich generates mainly local perturbations of onsets. That the overall amount is
close to the perceptual thresholds is not surprising since the model was adjusted by
listening tests. However, the spectral shape of the noise was entirely a product of the
theoretical model of human timing proposed by Gilden et al. (1995).

In sum, this algorithm captures the essential characteristics of random variability
in human performance: that the variability increases with 101 duration, that there
is a negative first-order dependency, and that there is a positive higher-order
dependency, or temporal drift. In addition, the magnitude of the variability is similar
to that reported in empirical studies of finger tapping. (A preliminary evaluation of
this algorithm is reported later in this article.)

COMPONENT IV: MOTION PRINCIPLES

The fourth source ofvariabiliry in expression in the GERM model involves motion.
There is a common assumption that music and motion are closely related to each
other (e.g., Friberg and Sundberg, 1999; Gabrielsson, 1988; Shove and Repp, 1995).
There are actually rvvo different sorts of musical motion proposed in the literature:
rhythmic motion and tonal motion (melodic motion and harmonic motion).
However, listeners' sense of movement appears to be strongest when a lively and
distinct rhythmic pattern, rather than melodic contour or harmonic structure,
predominates in the music (Shove and Repp, 1995, pp. 55-56). The focus in the
present article is exclusively on rhythmic motion. Musical rhythm is often defined
in relation to motion. This is reflected in various so-called kinematic models of
performance expression (Feldman, Epstein and Richards, 1992; Friberg and
Sundberg, 1999; Todd, 1992, 1995).

However, the hypothesis that there is a close relationship between music and
motion needs to be made more specific to be useful. We agree with Shove and Repp
(1995) that a too broad view of musical motion may lead to the conclusion that
every kind of change on every level of musical structure is a potential source of
motion. This is obviously an over-generalization, and Shove and Repp argue that
"without proper constraint the idea that change in music induces an experience of
motion has little explanatory power" (p. 58).

• Biological motion. In the GERM model, the motion component refers to a
specific kind of motion commonly called biological motion (Johansson, 1973). This
refers to the dynamic patterns of movement that are characteristic of humans or
more generally animate beings. Johansson filmed walkers and runners in a dark
room with lights attached to their main joints, and could show that such moving
light spots were immediately recognized as human movements. We argue that
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Figure 4. The standard deviation of the output from the random algorithm in the GERM model

plotted as a perc.entage of the /0/ (upper panel). Also shown is the just noticeable difference

OND) of various time deviations in isochronous sound sequences (lower panel, adapted from

Friberg and Sundberg, 1995).

similar kinds of patterns - though auditory in nature - are present in music.
What is the origin of this source of expression? On a general level, humans seem to
distinguish two classes of objects in the environment: (a) animate (or living) objects,
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which start and stop their own motion, and (b) physical objects, which move only
when acted on by another object. Fundamental invariances are associated with each
of these kinds of objects: animate objects move both in space (i.e., by changing their
location) and in place (i.e., by movement within their own boundaries); physical
objects move only when launched by contact with another object. The movements
of physical objects are consequently interpreted as externally caused, whereas those
of animate objects are interpreted as internally caused: they are perceived as
intentional (Premack and Premack, 1995).

Even more importantly, the construction of self-propelled, animate objects
may be unique and affects their movement. For example, a jointed body moves
differently than a rigid object. A human body has a unique composite of anatomical
proportions, including both geometrical dimensions and distribution of mass
between parts of the body. Since the dynamic properties constrain how a human
being moves, the kin~matic pattern of a human being in action will be unique
to that organism (Runeson and Frykholm, 1983)4. Runeson (1985) formulated
the KSD principle '(i.e., kinematic specification of dynamics), according to which
kinematic patterns of motion contain informacion specifying the dynamic forces
that shaped the motion. (In relation to music, this implies that when we hear a
music performance by a human being, there should be kinematic information in the
performanc~ pattern that specifies that the performer is human. This information
should be missing if the performer is a computer program.) It can be assumed that
biological evolution favoured those individuals who developed psychological
mechanisms sensitive to such structural invariances (i. e., who were able to distinguish
animate objects from physical objects; this can be a matter of life or death in some
cases!). Moreover, it would seem plausible that we prefer the sounds of movement
patterns ofliving objects to ·those of physical objects, because the former often sound
more "natura!", "alive", and "intentional". The neural basis of perception of such
patterns is still uncertain, although Todd (1999) has suggested that perception of
musical motion is mediated by two different systems: a vestibula-motor system, and
an audio-visuo-motor system. It seems that temporal patterns are processed mainly
by the left brain hemisphere (e.g., Natale, 1977; Peretz, 1990; Zatorre, Belin and
Penhune, 2002), and perception of biological motion may involve parts of the
superior temporal sulcus, as reported in studies of visual perception of biological
motion (Allison, Puce and McCarthy, 2000).

.. Intentional and non-intentional patterns. One particular form of biological
morion is music making. It has been recognized that one untrivial way in which
music is related to motion is that music performance ultimately reflects the
movements by a performer (e.g., Baily, 1985). We may thus expect that expression

(4) Kinematics refers to the description of motion as such, whereas dynamics refers to describing

motion in terms of what causes or constrains it (Runeson, 1985).
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in part reflects patterns of biological motion. It should be noted, however, that such
patterns in music performance can be of two kinds. First, it can be assumed that
performers intentionalLJ, (albeit not necessarily consciously) try to re-create such
patterns. Here, we subscribe to the idea that "an aesthetically pleasing performance
is one whose expressive microstructure satisfies basic constraints of biological
motion" (Shove and Repp, 1995, p. 78). This component may serve to render the
performance with an "aesthetically pleasing shape", consistent with the patterns of
motion typical of living creatures: "For a tempo change to 'sound natural', it
must apparently conform to these principles" (Shove and Repp, 1995, p. 77). In
other words, it may be assumed that some aspects of a music performance are shaped
in accordance with biological motion, in particular human gesture. Shove and Repp
argue that expert performers have mental models of principles of human movement
\vhich they apply to tempo changes in music (see also Sloboda, 1996). A case in
point is the shaping of final ritards. Friberg and Sundberg (1999) showed that final
ritards of musical performances follow a mathematical function similar to that of
runners' decelerations. Desain et al, (1998) have noted that it is difficult to judge
whether such musical ritards "just happen to mimic" the movements of human
bodies or whether there is some more direct causal relationship between the two.
We believe that two key aspects are that biological patterns are unique, and that
listeners prefer them to other patterns. Since music performers are listening to their
own performances, it may be argued that they shape ritards according to what
they prefer to hear themselves. Such biological patterns are likely to have great
generality. The patterns are systematic, non-compensatory, and intentional. They
may be applied explicitly, or implicitly. Whereas emotional cues (E) can be quickly
processed even from short segments of music (Peretz et aL, 1998), processing of
biological motion takes more time, simply because it involves processing of sequential
patterns over times.

A second kind of patterns of biological motion that we can expect in'a music
performance are those that reflect physiological constraints on human motion. Such
biological patterns are not intentional. They are rather structural invariances that
reflect the anatomical constraints of the human body in connection with motor
requirements of particular musical instruments. For example, the physiological
constitution of the human· hand and the motor requirements of the piano together
constrain the kind of micro-structural pattern that will result from certain finger
settings. Thus, timing patterns might partly reflect pitch distance: It takes increased
time for a performer's hand to move between notes that are distal rather than
proximate (see Iyer, 1998). Such patterns of biological motion are highly dependent
on specific instruments. Resea~chers have begun to model such patterns (if Friberg,
1995a, p. 16; Repp, 1997b; Rosenbaum, 1991).

(5) Notably, this is only true for auditory patterns. In visual patterns, where it is possible to perceive
different parts of a pattern (almost) simultaneously, it is possible to perceive a holistic pattern in a

very short time space (Johansson, 1973).
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• Implementation. The GERM model includes twO rules which implement
biological motion. First, there is a final ritardando rule based on a mathematical
function similar to that of runners' decelerations. Friberg and Sundberg (1999) were
able to demonstrate that the tempo in final ritards of music performances closely
followed the velocity change during runners' deceleration. On average, the runners
exhibited a linear change of kinetic energy. Hence they used a constant amount of
work during the deceleration. Friberg and Sundberg also formulated a simple
model that could account for a large part of the individual rirards and decelerations.
A listening test showed that listeners preferred final ritards close to the average
deceleration curve.

Second, the GERM model features a new phrasing rule based on biological
motion, which is presented for the first time in this paper. Marking the phrase
structure, itself, is obviously an aspect of the G-component (generative rules), but
the specific tempo change with which this is done is optional. To m~del biological
motion, we have devised a revised version of the Phrase Arch rule (see Friberg,
1995b; ifTodd, 1985); in which the actual patterns of accelerando and decelerando
follow a mathematical model that derives from human arm gestures. A number of
studies of the kinematic and dynamic features of planned, unconstrained, point-to
point multi-joint arm movements have suggested that they have single-peaked,
approximately bell-shaped velocity profiles, which are remarkably invariant across
different subjects and conditions when normalized for speed and distance (Atkeson
and Hollerbach, 1985; Bullock and Grossman, 1988). Shape invariance for velocity
profiles across subjects implies that they execute only one form of trajectory;
the only changes in the trajectory are simple scaling operations to accommodate
different speeds of movement. Flash and Hogan (1985) formulated a mathematical
model of such arm gestures, which was shown to account for both qualitative and
quantitative features of movements repor.ted in previous studies. The function was
obtained by minimizing the rate of change of the acceleration of the arm over
the entire movement. This is similar to assuming that a major goal of motor
coordination is the production of the smoothest possible movement of the hand.
(Indeed, with practice, arm movements tend to be performed more smoothly and
gracefully.) The model is consistent with theories that hold that at higher levels,
there exists a kinematic representation of the movement, which does not take
into account the. mechanical nature of the actual effectors (Bernstein, 1967). To
implement the M-component in phrasing, we modified the existing Phrase Arch
rule in Director Musices (Friberg, 1995b) in such a way that the tempo change
followed the velocity model for arm motion by Flash and Hogan (1985) (Figure 5).
We further assumed that arm position is equivalent to score position (if Friberg and
Sundberg, 1999). The original formula (formula 2 in Flash and Hogan, 1985), with
normalized position x and time t, was x(t) = 6tS + 10t3 - 15t4• The derivative
gives the velocity as a function of time. The velocity of the hand was zero in the
beginning and end positions of a gesture. This case cannot be translated directly to
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the musical domain since it is not possible to have a tempo equal to zero. Therefore,

we selected a region of the hand velocity profile in which the velocity reached half

of the maximum value. This corresponds then to a halving of the tempo at the

end of the phrase. This region was divided into tvVo parts that corresponded t~ the

accelerating and decelerating phase, respectively. These tw"o parts were translated

numerically into velocity as a function of position and normalized between 0 and 1

for both v and x. The resulting functions were then used in the context of the Phrase

arch rule (Friberg, 1995b), where they were scaled and "stretched" according

to phrase marks in the score and selected rule parameters. This rule renders music

performances with a phrasing based on human arm gesture (see Figure 5) 6. We

assume that this pattern is applied systematically and intentionally, albeit perhaps
implicitly. .
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Figure 5. Example of phrasing curve based on human arm gesture.

(The Phrase arch rule was applied with quantity k=2 and a turn position of 0.4. Note that this

setting yields an initial tempo of about 83 % and a final tempo of about 70% of the maximurn
tempo.)

FURTHER EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE GERM MODEL

As previously explained, we believe that each component in the GERM model

represents a pattern of expression which has an origin distinct from other pattern

components: G reflects generative transformation of the musical structure; E reflects

cues used to express emotions in vocal expression; R reflects the stochastic

(6) A link between arm movement and musical movement is a recurrent notion in the literature. It

is, for example, discussed in the work by Truslit (1938).
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characteristics of born time-keeper and motor-delay variance; M reflects patterns of
biological motion. In addition, we believe that the processing of these components
is associated with partly different brain regions. The problem of musical behavior
and brain localization is a complex one (Hodges, 1996; Peretz, 200 1; Zatorre,
1984). Musical processing seems to involve both brain hemispheres and many
different brain regions. Still, we believe -that it is possible to find brain dissociations
of relevance to the present modeL

BRAiN DISSOCIATIONS

We assume that the G-component is processed m~inly by the left hemisphere.
Generative rules involve analytical, syntactical, serial, and local information
processing which is usually believed to be associated with the left hemisphere
(Bradshaw and Nettleton, 1983). A positron-emission tomography (PET) study of
sight-reading in piano performance indicated activated cortical areas distinct from,
but adjacent to, those underlying language operations (Sergeant, Zuck, Tenial and
MacDonall, 1992), consistent with the task of translating generative structure of a
musical score into expressive markings of structure7. A magnetoencephalography
(MEG) study of music perception suggests that musical syntax is processed
in Broca's area, involved in syntactic processing during auditory language
comprehension (Maess, Koelsch, Gunter and Friederici, 2001).

Furthermore, there is evidence of a dissociation between judgments of musical
emotions and of musical structure (see, e.g., Peretz et al., 1998; Peretz, 2001). This
supports a division bervveen the G and the E component, and may correspond to
a left hemisphere specialization for analytic and syntactic processing and a right
hemisphere specialization for emotional and holistic processing, such as that
involved in the perception (e.g., Borod et al., 1998; Bryden and MacRae, 1989;
George et al., 1996) and production (e.g., Ross and Mesulam,' 1979; Shapiro and
Danly, 1985) of emotional expression in speech (for a review, see Tucker and
Frederick, 1989). Perception of emotions in speech has, more specifically, been
associated with the right basal ganglia (Cohen, Riccio and Flannery, 1994; Speedie,
Wertman, Tair and Heilman, 1993). The right hemisphere is also involved in the
perception of emotional expression in music (Bryden, Ley and Sugarman, 1982;
Corballis, 1983), although it seems plausible that different "sources" of emotion in
music (Sloboda and Juslin, 2001) involve different brain substrates.

Further support for the dissociation of G and E comes from evidence that
musically trained listeners process music preferably with the left hemisphere,
whereas untrained listeners process music preferably with the right hemisphere
(Bever and Chiarello, 1974). For example, untrained listeners tend to perceive
melodies in a holistic manner (e.g., gestalts), while musically trained listeners tend

(7) Notably, studies of the perception of linguistic prosody (in particular, locally-assigned cues of
linguistic stress) have implicated regions of the left hemisphere (Emmorey, 1987).
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to approach sets of relations between musical elements; they hear music more in
terms of individual structural elements, such as melody and harmony (e.g., Mazzoni,
Moretti, Pardossi, Vista, Muratorio and Puglioli, 1993). In fact, it,has been argued
that, as one becomes a skilled musician, capable of deploying acquired analytical
abilities, the center of control for music appreciation tends to shift from the more
emotionally resonant right hemisphere (E) to the more analytical-intellectual left
hemisphere (G) (Zatorre, 1984).

Perception of biological motion in music (M) requires sensitivity to temporal
and rhythmic patterns. Neuropsychological evidence has indicated that temporal
and rhythmic variations are processed by the left hemisphere (e.g., Gordon, 1978;
Natale, 1977; Peretz, 1990; Robinson and Solomon, 1974; Mazzoni et al., 1993), as
opposed to emotional processing (e.g., Bryden et al., 1982). At the perceptual level,
a right-temporal lobectomy is associated with deficits in timbre, loudness, and pitch
perception (used in parallel emotion processing), whereas left hemisphere damage is
associated with deficits in (sequential) rhythm perception (Zatorre, 1984). As noted
above, Todd (1999) argues that perception of musical motion is mediated by a
vestibulo-motor system and an audio-visuo-motor system, which are related to tw"o
kinds of motion: gesture (a single, continuous motion form), and locomotion
(repetitive patterns of highly metrical music, such as dance music). The audio-visuo
motor system involves the basic idea that, if the spatio-temporal pattern of a given
stimulus in the auditory representation is matched to the dynamics of the motor
representation of the body, this might evoke a motor image of the corresponding
elements of the musculoskeletal system, even if this system is not moving itself. The
auditory cortex has neurons with spatio-temporal receptive fields, which function as
motion-detectors (Kowalski, Derireux and Shamma, 1996). It further seems
plausible that there are brain neurons which respond specifically to biological
motion in auditory patterns - similar to what has been discovered in the case

. of visual perception. For instance, single-cell recordings in monkeys and
neurophysiological and neuroimaging (PET, f1vfRI) studies in humans have
indicated that parts of the superior temporal sulcus is involved in analysis of
biological motion (e.g., hand gesture, body movement) - primarily in the left
hemisphere (Allison et al., 2000). Even implied motion seems to activate this brain
region. Although firm evidence is still lacking, we hypothesize that biological
motion in music is processed mainly by the left parts of the superior temporal
sulcus (if Howard et al., 1996; for further discussion of temporal aspects, see
Zatorre et al., 2002).

The control of motor behavior is believed to be handled by substrates· in the
motor cortex, cerebellum, and the basal ganglia (Hodges, 1996). Here, we assume
that movements are timed by an internal time-keeper, which is localized in the
lateral and medial parts of the cerebellum (Ivry, Keele and Diener, 1988). We
assume that both the limitations of the time-keeper and the limitations of the motor
system carrying out the actual movements are associated with patterns distinct from
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those of other components (i.e., structure, emotion, biological motion), although
perception of such variabilirymay involve substrates partly overlapping with those
involved in perceiving motion patterns. Further research is obviously needed to
more clearly delineate the neural underpinnings of the postulated components of
the GERM model. But even these rather preliminary findings suggest some degree
of independence among the components with regard to their origin, and the
neural substrates involved in processing them. The question of what the "real"
components are may be hard to solve at the physical level, but we think that
converging evidence of this kind is important in suggesting that the decomposition
of the GERM model is not completely arbitrary.

OTHER EVIDENCE

The relative independence of the GERM components is also supported by other
forms of evidence. For example, it is possible to program synthesized performances
that communicate -specific emotions to listeners with very high reliability, even
though these performances lack patterns of biological motion that are present in
human performances (Juslin, 1997b). Thus, communication of emotion does not
require biological motion. Similarly, although motion is usually believed to be
associated with various emotional connotations, a pattern of biological motion (e.g.,
a pendular movement) can be recognized as such without implying a particular
emotional expression8• For example, when Friberg, Sundberg, and Fryden (2000)
converted pressure patterns from different types of human locomotion (e.g., walking,
running) to sound level patterns in music performances, listeners in a free labeling
listening test frequently and spontaneously reported hearing movement in these
performances, but rarely reported hearing emotion.

One fundamental difference between patterns of biological motion (M) and the
speech-based cues used to communicate emotions (E) is that the former involve
dynamic, non-linear higher-order variables (e.g., Runeson and Frykholm, 1983),
whereas the latter involve multiple, probabilistic cues that are integrated in an
additive fashion, where one cue may substitute for another (e.g., Juslin, 2000). The
intimate connection bervveen motion and emotion that we do experience perhaps
reflects the fact that the anterior cingulate cortex, which is of fundamental
importance to emotion, has a connection to the motoric regions (Brothers, 1995).
But granted that movement proper - visual perception of actual movements - is
an important conveyor of emotions, note that in music performance, whenever a
movemenrcharacter specifies a certain emotion, it does so by means of cues that it
shares with speech, like speed or force/amplitude. The ·ffiost important parameter
that d.istinguishes movement proper from affective speech cues, namely, movement

(8) Indeed, evidence suggests that when biological motion is used to draw inferences about

emotion, the emotional analysis occurs subsequent to that which analyz~ the biological motion,

and in different brain regions such as the amygdala and orbifrontal cortex (Allison et al., 2000).
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in space (e.g., approach), is typically missing in the sounds of music. Also, the
connection betvleen vocal expression and emotion is, arguably, more direct. "Why
evoke an indirect explanation via a different modality when there is a direct
explanation within the same modality? Vocal expression largely reflects involuntary
physiological reactions associated with particular emotions, which have a direct and
differentiated impact on the voice organs (Scherer, 1986; see also Juslin and Laukka,
2001a).

There is further tentative evidence in support of the GERM model from
perceptual studies. Gabrielsson's (1973) seminal studies of rhythm perception using
factor analysis yielded three main factors, which Gabrielsson labeled structure,
motion, and emotion. Thus, it would seem that listeners tend to perceive music
performance in accordance with the GERM components. It is further possible that
the different components can be dissociated to some extent in music performances.
For example, the most emotionally expressive (E) performance may not be the
same performance that conveys the musical structure (G) most clearly. (And as
demonstrated by Clarke and Windsor, 2000, the performance that conveys the
structure most clearly may not be the performance that is most preferred by the
listener.) An attempt to demonstrate precisely such dissociations among the GERM
components was made in an experimental study, which we report in the following.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE GERM MODEL

We have implemented a preliminary version of the GERM model in Director
Musices. So far, we have combined the components of the GER.l\1 model in an
additive fashion to simulate expressive performance. The ultimate value of the
model will be determined by its usefulness in generating research on the relations

between different kinds of performance expression. For that reason, it is crucial that
the components can be manipulated to some extent independently of each other.
The goal of the present experiment was to attempt to do so, as far as possible,
in order to investigate whether the components actually have different - and
partly independent - effects on listeners' judgments of music performances. This
would support a decomposition of expression patterns, as postulated by the GERM
model. A second albeit no less important goal was to investigate whether the
simulated GERM components would yield the predicted effects on listeners'
judgments (e.g., that generative rules mark the musical structure and that cues for
emotional expression indeed convey the intended emotion). To investigate these
questions, we conducted a listening experiment, in which the four GERM
components were manipulated in a factorial design yielding 16 performances of
a piece of music. Musically trained listeners were asked to judge the synthesized
performances on a number of adjective scales believed to reflect the different

components. We predicted that the adjective scales would be positively correlated
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v;rith the GERM components in the following manner: Clear (G); Gestural (M);
Human (R, M); Musical (G, E, M); Sad (E); and Expressive (G, E, R, M).

METHOD

II Listeners. Twelve musically trained listeners, aged 21-41 years (M =30.5), most of
them university students, participated on a voluntary basis. All of them had played
a musical instrument for at least rvvo years, and 8 were members of a choir. The
listeners included 5 pianists, 3 guitarists, 10 singers, 1 flute player, and 1 violinist.
The participants were evenly distributed with regard to gender, and were paid for
their anonymous participation.

II Acoustic stimuli. A sub-set of the algorithms featured in the GERM model was
used to synthesize expressive performances (polyphonic) of a simple piece of music,
using a sampled piano sound. The piece was Carl Michael Bellman's Epistel No. 48.
The notation of the melody is shown in Figure 6.

The basic idea vvas to manipulate the four components of the GERM model in

a factorial design; this was done by generating all possible combinations of the
presence and absence of each GERM component. For instance, a condition with

only the G-component present and all other components absent would only include
those performance rules that serve to convey the musical structure to the listeners.
2 Generative rule conditions (present/absent) x 2 Emotional expression conditions
(present/absent) x 2 Random variations conditions (present/absent) x 2 Motion
principle conditions (present/absent) yielded a total of 16 experimental conditions.

The particular sub-set of performance rules used to implement each GERM
component is presented in Table 1. The application of the rules was straightforward
for the most part, where presence of a certain component meant that the rules
were applied, and absence meant that they were not. For instance, when the R
component was present, random fluctuations were added to the expression. The
rules were combined in a simple, additive fashion with the same amount in

each condition. The manipulation was more complicated for the M-component,
however. This factor involves the basic assumption that changes of tempo should

follow patterns of biological motion. However, tempo changes are typically applied
to mark the structure. To separate these different features, we used the following
manipulation: When both G and M components were present, we used the M

component to define the pattern of the phrase arch that marked phrase boundaries.
When only G was present, we used the phrase arch, but with a pattern not derived
from biological motion. When only M was present, finally, we applied the gestural
pattern of the M-component, but in a manner that was independent of the phrase
structure, such that the pattern did not mark the structure. Figure 6 shows the exact
relationship of the gestural pattern to the phrase structure of the piece. As shown,
the gestural pattern varied independently of the structure (in and out of phase).
A similar complication occurred for the manipulation ofG and E in respect to
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articulation: "When G \-vas present, the score legato articulation rule was applied,
inserting patterns of articulation according to markings in the score. \X"lhen only
E was present, the mean articulation was changed acco~ding to the emotional
expression. When both G and E were present, the articulation pattern of the
G-component was applied, whereas the mean level of articulation (E) was varied
simply in terms of the absolute level within the pattern set by the score legato
articulation rule. In this fashion, \ve were able to separate generative from emotive
functions of articulation. ..

Earlier studies using synthesis of emotional expression in music performance
(e.g., Juslin, 1997b; Bresin and Friberg, 2000) have involved performing the same
piece of music with many different expressions. In the present study we applied only
one emotional expression, which is arguably a more realistic approach. We chose an
emotional expression that seemed musically appropriate for the present piece of

music, namely sadness. To accomplish this expression, we used a sub-set of the cues

shown in Figure 2, which can be manipulated in piano performance: Tempo, sound
level, and articulation. (For synthesis of emotional expression featuring a larger set
of cues, see Juslin, 1997b; Experiment 1.)

One complicating factor involves the setting of the acoustic cues used to express
emotions. It is more or less impossible to define "neutral" settings of tempo, sound
level, and articulation in relation to emotional expression. Cue settings can only be
described in relative terms. Thus, for instance, legato articulation will tend to sound
more "sad" than staccato articulation, but it is difficult to specify a "neutral" level of
articulation, which is neither sad or happy. Therefore, in the E-component mean
articulation was manipulated in terms of a difference between legato and staccato
articulation. We heuristically defined "neutral" articulation in terms of a contrast.

More specifically, we used legato articulation when the E-component was present,
and portato articulation when it was absent. (The opposite procedure would be used
to manipulate a happy expression in the design: staccato when E is present, legato
when E is absent.)

These manipulations may not be optimal, but should be sufficient to show that
it is possible to decompose expression into different sub-components. In real-life, of

course, all comp0n.entS occur together in a complex interaction, anq. the only truly
realistic performance in the present experiment is- the one with all components
present. But the aim of the experiment was to prove that there are qualitatively
different kinds of information "hidden" in the complex structure of expression in
music performances. To generate the necessary factorial design, we were forced to
sacrifi~e some degree of "realism" in the rules of the different sub-components. Some
of the rules (e.g., final ritardando) were omitted, simply because they were hard to

apply in a factorial design (e.g., how do you prove that the pattern of biological
motion of a final ritardando sounds natural without applying the ritardando
itself and hence also marking part of the structure of the piece?). However, such

simplification will not be necessary when using another type of design, for instance
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when correlating the output of the GERM model with that of a human performer
(see General Discussion).

ell Procedure. The listeners were instructed to rate each version of the melody on six
adjective scales: The scales were explained as follows: CLear: "If you think that the
performance marks the structure in a very clear way, you should mark 10. If you
think that the performance marks the structure in a very unclear way, you should
mark O. Sad: ceIf you think that the performance sounds very sad, you should
mark 10. If you think that the performance doesn't sound sad at all, you should
mark O. Gestural: "If you think that the performance sounds like human gestures,
you should mark 10. If you think that the performance doesn't sound like
human gestures at all, you should mark 0." Human: "If you think that the
performance sounds as if it was made by a human, you should mark 10. If you
think that the performance doesn't sound as if it was made by a human at all, you
should mark 0." Musical: "If you think that the performance sounds very musical,
you should mark 1O. If you think that the performance doesn't sound musical at
all, you should mark O. " Expressive: "If yOll think that the performance is very

expressive, you should mark 10. If you think that the performance is not expressive
at all, you should mark 0."

The adjective ratings were collected by means of a specially designed computer

program for quantitative ratings of auditory stimuli (M-Skatt). The instructions
were given as follows (translated from Swedish):

"You will now listen to many different versions of a brief piece of music. Your task is to

judge each version of the piece by indicating a value (using the computer mouse) on each

of the six adjective scales that you can see in front of you. The more you think that a

particular adjective applies to a given version, the higher value you should indicate on

the corresponding adjective scale. Ten represents maximum of this attribute, and zero

represents mini~um. The meaning of each adjective will be explained on a separate sheet.

Read it carefully, so that you a~e fully aware of what each scale refers to. Note that you do

not have to hurry. The in1portant thing is that you,are satisfied with your ratings of each

version before you move on to the next. When you have completed the ratings of a

certain version, you simply click on the next-button: This will start the next version.

Sometimes, you may find it hard to judge a particular version. Even so, please try to make

a judgment to the best of your abiliry. Recall that your judgments should be made in

relation to the other versions that you hear. To familiarize yourself with the test procedure,

you will first be given a pre-test with five examples. The procedure is the same

throughout the experiment. Do you have any questions?"

Each listener rated all 16 performances. The pre-test included five examples from
these performances, which. V\'ere randomly drawn. The participants listened to the
stimuli through headphones. The sound level was kept constant across listeners. The
order of the stimuli was randomized for each listener. The order with which the
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adjectives appeared on the computer screen Vlas randomized for each listener, but
remained the same throughout the experimental session. Each session typically
lasted 40-50 minutes (including time for instructions, pre-test, and questions).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.. Analysis of variance. A four-way ANOYA, repeated measures, with the four
GERM components as factors was conducted on the listeners' mean ratings
separately for each adjective scale. The results of this analysis revealed the follo\\ring
effects on respective scale:

Clear. There were significant main effects of G (F11ll : 53.28, p < .0001) and
E (F111l : 7.33, p < . 05), as well as a significant interaction (F1,1l = 7.97, P <.05)
bernreen Rand E.

Sad. There were significant main effects of E (FLll = 380.02, P < .0000001) and
M (FI,II: 11.55, p < .01), as well as significant interactions between E and
R (.F;,11 : 13.15, p < .01), and between G and E (FI ,11 = 5.86, P < .05). Moreover,
there ~las a significant four-way interaction between G, ·E, R, and M (FI,11 = 13.20,

. P<.01).
Gestural. There were significant main effects of M (FI ,11 =66.43, P <.00001) and

G (FI ,ll : 15.78, P< .01). There were further significant interactions between M and
G (FI,ll == 25.23, P < .001), and between G and R (Fl,ll : 8.49, p < .05).

Human. There were significant main effects ofM (Fl,11 = 60.64, P < .00001),
R (FI,II: 28.25, p < .001), and E (F1,ll : 48.44, p < .0001). There were further
significant interactions between Rand M (FLII : 9.65, p < .01), and between G and
E (F1,1l = 7.29, P < .05), as well as a significant three-way interaction bervveen G, R,
and M (FI,II : 13.64, p < .01).

MusicaL There were significant main effects of G (FI,ll : 48.84, p < .0001),
M (FI,II : 15.26, p < .01), and E (Fl,II = 6.27, P < .05), as well as significant
interactions between E and M (Fl,ll: 11.73, p < .01), and between E and
R (F1,1l: 7.20, p < .05). Furthermore, there was a significant three-way interaction
between G, E, and M (FLI1 = 5.12, P < .05), as well as a significant four-way
interaction between G, E, R, and M (F1,ll = 12.13, P < .01).

Expressive. There were significant maineffec~s of G (Fl,u: 50.468; p < .0001),
E (F1,1l = 138.186, P < .0000001), R (FI,ll =9.947, P< .01), and M (F1,1l =23.802,
P< .001). There were no significant interactions among the four components. (Only
significant effects are discussed in the following sections.)

.. Main effects of GERM components. Figure 7 (pp. 98 and 99) presents the main
effects of each GERM component (across all other conditions) in terms of the
listeners' mean ratings on respective adjective scale (component absent: gray bar,
component present: black bar). Note that only significant main effects are included
in the figure. The first question is whether the simulated GERM components
influenced the listeners' ratings as intended in the model (e.g., did generative rules
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increase the structural clarity of the performance?). Beginning with the "clear" scale,

it can be seen in Figure 7 that performances with G present were rated as much more
clear than performances without it (the effect size, or strength of relationship, in
terms of the point-biserial correlation between "clear') rating and G was 'pb = .81,

P < .001, N = 192, with G .coded dichotomously as present or absent). In contrast,
performances with E present were rated as less clear than performances without it,

though this effect was small ('pb = -.12, n.s.). These data confirm that the generative
rules had the intended effect. The reason why E decreased the clarity is currently
unknown, but one possibility is that legato articulation (which was used in the
E-condition) decreases the perceptual separability of tones to some extent. Moving
on to the "sad" scale, Figure 7 shows that both E and M involved higher overall
ratings of sadness when the component was present, but this effect was larger

for the E-component ('pb = .92, P < .001) than for the M ..component (rpb = .08,
n.s.). The difference between the two correlations (two-tailed test, N = 192)

was significant (p <..001). These results indicate that the cues used to express sadness
indeed communicated this emotion to listeners.

The results for the "gestural" scale suggest that performances with M present
were rated as sounding more like human gesture than performances without it

(rpb = .70, P < .001). This was also true of the G component, though to a much

smaller extent ('pb = .15, P < .05), as indicated by a significant difference (p < .001)
between the two correlations. The results for the "human" scale involved three main
effects: M, R, and E all yielded higher ratings on the "human" scale, although the

effects were largest for M (rpb = .43, P < .001), followed by R ('pb = .37, P < .001),
and E (rpb = .23, P < .01). The effect of M was significantly larger(p < .05) than
the effect of E (all remaining differences, p > .05). That Rand M should make
performances sound more as if they were made by a human being is what we would

predict. More surprising perhaps, is that E yielded performa~ces that were being
rated as more human (although it is often noted that what differentiates machines

from humans is that the latter have emotions, if Juslin, 1996). Notably, the effects
on the "human" scale were smaller than the other effects, suggesting that the effects

associated V\rith this dimension were more subtle (in the present implementation, at
least) .

The results on the "musical" sca,Ie - arguably the most ill-defined of the
adjective scales - are interesting. Presence of G, E, and M yielded higher (overall)

ratings on the "musical" scale (see Figure 7), although the effects were largest for

G (rpb = .74, P < .001), followed by M (rpb = .17, P < .05) and E (rpb = .11, n.s.).
,The effect was significantly larger (p <. 001) for G than for M and E (remaining
differences, p > .05). The effects on the "musical" scale were as predicted, in that the

G-component yielded large effects (generative rules mark the structure, which seems

to imply musical understanding). Less expected, p~rhaps, were the small but

positive effects of M and E. This implies that aspects of motion and emotion both
contribute to the notion of what constitutes a "musical" performance. Concerning
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the "expressive" scale, finally, it can be seen in Figure 7 that every GERM component
lead ·to higher (overall) ratings of expressiviry. Recall also that there were no
significant interactions on this scale: all other things equal, each GERM component
increased the perceived expressiviry of the performance, which supports the notion
that performance expression is best conceived of as a multidimensional phenomenon.
The main effect on the "expressive" scale was largest for E (rph = .59, P < .001),
followed by M ('pb = .33, P < .001), G (rpb = .26, P < .001), and R (rpb = .10, n.s.).
The effect oEE was significantly larger than those ofM (p <.01), G (p < .001), and
R (p < .001). Also, the effect of M was significantly larger than that of R (p < .05,
all remaining differences, p > .05). In summary, the main effects were mainly as
predicted: G yielded the largest effect on the "clear" scale; E yielded the largest
effect on the "sad" scale; M yielded the largest effect on the "gestural" scale; M and
R yielded the largest effects on the "human" scale. The results also suggest that many
of the components contributed to the judgments on the "musical" (G, E, M) and
"expressive" (G, E, R, M) scales.

It is clear from the findings presented above that the simulated GERM
components yielded the intended effects on the listeners' ratings. A second issue
of importance to the present study is whether the components yielded partly
independent effects on the listeners' ratings. Figure 7 suggests that there is some
degree 6f independence. Granted, the G'ERM components are not as clearly
differentiated as one would hope, but there is nevertheless a tendency for the
individual components to have distinct profiles of ratings. This supports a
decomposition of expression as postulated by the GERM model. That the effect of
one particular GERM component ,cleaks" to other scales than only the predicted
one is not strange if we consider the interrelationships of a musical context: the
components affect largely the same acoustic parameters, so it would seem unlikely
that the changes in parameters associated with one aspect of expressivity would
leave all other aspects completely unchanged. Thus, an assumption of complete
independence is tOO strong. It would be more revealing if we could demonstrate
some degree of dissociation among the GERM components (i.e., that there are
performances that receive high ratings on one scale, without receiving high ratings
on other scales). Examples of such dissociations were obtained: thus the performance
with only G present yielded a high· rating on the uclear" scale (M = 8.00), but low
ratings on the "sad" (M = 1.50), "human" (M = 3.33), and "gestural" (M = 3.58)
scales. The performance with only E present yielded a. high rating on the "sad" scale
(M = 7.42), but low ratings on the "clear" (M.= 2.00), cchuman" (M = 3.16),
and "gestural" (M = 1.17) scales. The performance with only R present yielded
a fairly high rating on the "human" scale (M = 5.08), but low ratings on the
"clear" (M = 2.75), "sad" (M = 1.42), and "gestural" (M = 1.16) scales. Finally,
the performance with only th~ M component present yielded a high rating on the
"gestural" scale (M = 7.41), also a high rating on the "human" scale (M =6.75) (the
scale "gestural" cannot be clearly separated from the "human" scale, even on
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. theoretical grounds), but a low rating on the "clear" (M =2.33) and "sad" (M=2.58)
scales. All this indicates that the four components yielded different, and partly
independent, effects on listeners' ratings.

The individual performances that received the highest overall ratings on
respective scale were stimulus 10 ("clear", with M and G components present);
stimulus 15 ("sad", with E, R, and M present); stimulus 16 ("human", ~Tith G, E,
R, and M present); stimulus 10 ("gestural", with merely M present); stimulus 12
("musical", with G, E, and M present); and stimulus 16 ("expressive", with G, E, R,
and M present).

o Interactions among GERM components. This far, we have mainly been
concerned with the main effects of the GERM components. But to what extent do
the various GERM components interact in influencing listeners' ratings? One
advantage of the factorial design used in the present study is that it permits
researchers to study possible interactions among the GERM components. Analysis
of variance demonstrated that only 20% of the total number of possible interactions
among the GERM components were significant (see Analysis of variance).

Two-way intetactions. The interaction between Rand E on the "clear" scale
indicates that the negative effect of E on clarity was smaller when R was also present
(see Figure 8), perhaps because random variations help to make the legato-type notes
of E less identical-sounding. The weak interaction between G and E on the "sad"
scale shows that the effect of E was modulated to some extent by G, such that when
G was present, performances without E were rated as less sad and performances with
E were rated as more "sad", than for the corresponding conditions of E when G was
not present. Furthermore, the interaction between E and R on the "sad" scale shows
that the effect of R was slightly more pronounced when E was present, perhaps
because the random variations were more salient with the slower tempo of the
E condition. This tempo left the listeners with more time to process the stimulus,
including the random variations. The interaction between Rand M on the "human"
scale shows that the effect of M was moderated by the presence of R, such thaI'
the difference between performances with and without phrasing based on human
gesture was smaller when random variations were present. This indicates that
random variability made it more difficult to recognize the "human" character of the
biological motion pattern.

Moving on, the tWo-way interaction berween G and E on the "human" scale
indicates that the effect of E was considerably stronger when G was present.
Specifically, performances with only G present were perceived as less human
sounding than performances with neither G or E present, whereas performances
with both G and E present were rated as more human-sounding than performances
with only G or E present. (The difference between the E only and the G and
E condition was fairly small, however; see Figure 8.) The interaction bernreen G and
M on the "gestural" scale shows that the effect of M was Stronger when G was not
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present. This appears quite reasonable f9r rnro reasons: First, when phrasing patterns
are already present (as in the G condition), the addition of a particular kin.d of
phrasing curve based on biological motion may be fairly subtle 9. Second, the exact
nature of the accelerando/decelerando pattern may be more difficult to perceive
when it occurs in expected places (i.e., at structurally appropriate places), than when
it occurs independently of phrase structure (Repp, 1992b). It may thus be easier for
the listener to perceive the nature of rhepattern (e.g., whether it sounds like human
gesture or not) when the pattern occurs in the M condition, than when it occurs in
the G plus M condition.

The interaction between G and R on the "gestural" scale (Figure 8, pp. 103
to 105) shows that when G is absent, the presence of R does not make the
performance more reminiscent of human. gesture (this seems reasonable,
considering that there is nothing in the random variability itself that is suggestive·
of gesturing). When G is present, however, the presence of R clearly increases the
gestural character of the performance - perhaps because it makes the phrase curve
of G sound more human, and hence more remi~is~ent of human gesture. The
interaction between M and E on the "musical" scale shows that, in conditions
without E, presence of M contributed strongly to the perceived musicality of the
performance. However, when E was present, the effect of M was smaller. The
interaction bervveen E and R, finally, indicates that R made the performances sound
less musical when E was absent, but not when E was present.

Three-way interactions. The interaction between G, R, and M on the "human"
scale shows that when G was absent, the effect of M was stronger when R was
absent (similar to two-way interaction above). However, when G was present, the
relationship ",'as reversed: the effect of M was larger when R was present (Figure 9,
p. 106). The moderate interaction between G, E, and M on the "musical" scale
shows that the interaction between E and M (in which the effect of M was larger
when E was absent; see similar rnro-way interaction above) was moderated by the
presence of G. This may be due to the fact that G inserts the accelerando/
decelerando pattern at structurally appropriate places, as noted above. There were

·also two four-way interactions, but given the absence of predictions, and the
difficulties of interpreting such interactions, we shalinot discuss them further.

.. Prediction of ratings of expressivity. To investigate how well the listeners' ratings
of expressiviry could be predicted on the basis of the different components, we
conducted a simultaneous multiple regression analysis (Cohen and Cohen, 1983).
The participant's rating on the "expressive" scale was the dependent variable, and the
four components were the independent variables. That is, the analysis was designed
to reveal how well listeners' ratings of expressivity could be predicted from a linear

(9) One reviewer suggested that modeling the kinematics of the instrument (non-intentional

biological motion) would probably yield a stronger impact of M whrn G is only present.
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Figure 9. Significant three-way interactions between GERM components.

combination of the four components. The components were coded in a dichotomous
fashion (i.e., present = 1, absent =0).

The regression analysis generated a large multiple correlation (R = .77,

F4,184 = 66.143, P < .0001, N= 189 with three outliers, L 3 sigma, removed) with
significant beta weights for each component (in order of predictive strength):

EmoTIonal expression, (~ = .64, P< .0001); Motion principles, (~ = .32, P< .0001);
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Generative rules, (~ = .23, P < .0001); Random variations, (~ = .14, P <.01). In
other words, listeners' ratings of expressivity could be best predicted on the basis of
the emotional expression component. This is reasonable, of course, considering
the perceptual salience of the cues (e.g., mean tempo, mean sound level) that are
used to express emotions. It should further be noted that this regression analysis
produced a "conservative" measure of how well the ratings of expressivity could
be predicted. This is because the factorial design involves features that serve to
maximize the stability of data on an average level (e.g., randomized order of stimuli)
at the expense of the stability of data on an individual level. (Every listener received
a unique stimulus order. Hence individual judgments are not directly comparable.)
Indeed, this was confirmed by conducting a multiple regression analysis on the mean
ratings of expressiviry across listeners for the 16 conditions. This produced an
increased multiple correlation (R = .95, F4,11 = 24,338, P < .0001), although the
order of predictive strength among the components was unaltered (note also that the

. number. of cases was too limited to yield stable beta weights in this analysis, N = 16).
In sum, these analyses suggest that the listeners' ratings of expressivi ty in the
synthesized performances could be successfully predicted on the basis of a (linear)
combination of the 4 GERM components, which all contributed significantly, but
in different degrees, to the perceived expressivity of the synthesized performances.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The aim of this paper has been to outline a computational model of performance
expression which integrates different approaches to expression. The goal of
the model is to aCCD-unt for the expressive microstructure observed in human
performance of music. When seeking to describe such a structure, mathematics can
be a useful tool. Thus, we have tried to formalize our theory in a computational
model, which draws on previous res~arch about generative rules, emotional
expression, random variations~ and biological motion. We have also reported an
evaluation of a first implementation of the GERM model in an experiment, which
manipulated components in a factorial design. The results of this experiment
indicated that the different components of the GERM model yielded predicted
effects on listeners' ratings of synthesized performances, and that the components
produced different, and at least partly independent, effects on the listeners' ratings.
AJ1 components, however, contributed to the perceived expressiviry ofthe synthesized
performances. Thus, it would seem that expressivity in performance is best
conceptualized as a multidimensional phenomenon, involving structural, emotional,
motional, and random aspects.' Indeed, a multiple regression analysis indicated that
the listeners' ratings of expressiviry could be well predicted on the basis of a linear
combination of the four GERM components, with the E-component being the
strongest predictor, followed by M, G, and R. However, the results also revealed
some significant interactions among the GERM components that need further
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study. The interaction effects were far smaller than the main effects, and only 200/0
of the total number of possible interactions were significant. Yet, these interaction
effects indicate that the different componentS affect each other in important ways
that cannot be explored in studies that focus on one component only. The exact
nature of the obtained interactions must be examined in simpler and more strictly
controlled "low-level" experiments - the results of which can subsequently be
confirmed by the kind of "high-level" design used in the present experiment. Thus,
we endorse a flexible interplay between "low-level" and "high-level" studies of the
GERM components.

Our tentative conclusions are as follows: first, the present results suggest to us
that different components of expression can be integrated into a common modeL
Second, future studies using the GERM model might contribute to our
understanding bf how different aspects of expression interact in performance. This
is an important problem that previous models have been unable to shed light on.
There could be situations, occasionally, where the components conflict. Thus, for
example, the pattern that conveys the structure most clearly may not be the sa~e

one that is the most emotionally expressive. This means that, in practice, one
component may lead to a certain expressive, feature (e.g., lengthening a tone),
whereas another component leads to the opposite feature (shortening the tone).
Future research using the GERM model should focus on working out a flexible
conflict resolution system for the merging of the different components. Third, the
GERM model may help researchers to better account for individual differences in
performance. It has been pointed ~ut that research on music performance has
revealed little about individual manifestations of performance (Clarke, 1995; but see
Repp, 1990a, 1992b). It is characteristic of humans that they typically have several
different ways of coping with a particular situation, and this is, of coutse, the case
also in performance of music. If we are unaware of the multiple functions of
performance expression (or ignore some of them) we are likely to be; co'nfused by
data that reflect some unknown mixture of these different modes of behavior.

But which are the most important ways in which individual performers might
differ? First, depending on the level of expertise, performers may differ with respect
to the extent of random variability in their performance. Second, performers may
differ in their structural interpretation of a musical score since there are often
ambiguities inherent in the structure. Third, performers may 4iffer concerning how
they apply generative rules, for instance, because t~ey (a) adhere to different
performance conventions (of musical styles), or (b) have different levels of expertise.
Fourth, performers may differ in their interpretation of the "mood" or emotional
expression of a particular piece of music. Fifrh, even if two performers agree on the
emotional interpretation ofa piece, they may still differ in their cue utilization when
they try to accomplish the desired emotional expression (they may have different
expressive styles). Sixth, performers may differ- in the degree to \vhich' they follow
principles of biological motion (at least, features that are not a necessary concomitant
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of human performance). Seventh, performers may differ in the manner that they
integrate the aspects above. In fact, different performers may be characterized
in terms of the relative V\reights they give to different aspects of expression. An
'interesting direction may be to try to model explicitly different performers' strategies
simply through different settings of the four GERM components. Moreover, it
would be interesting to study how the GERM model relates to the kind of aesthetic
average performance studied by Repp (1997c). Finally, whereas the GERM model
is intended mainly as a tool for research, it might also prove useful in music teaching
to illustrate explicitly various aspects· of music performance (Justin and Persson,
2002).

There are many limitations of the present study. First, we used only one piece
of music in the listening test. It re~ains to be seen whether other pieces will yield
similar results. Second, because the GERM components were manipulated in
a factorial design, we had to use only a subset of performance rules for each
component. For example, the present implementation of the E-component involved
merely tempo, sound level, and articulation.. Previous syntheses of emotional
expression in music performance have in addition manipulated timbre, tone attacks,
riming, durational contrasts (bernreen "long" and "short" notes), and vibrato (Juslin,
1997b). A more complete implementation of various rules could be achieved if we
loose the requirem~nt to have a completely factorial design (see below). This feature
is mainly needed when trying to establish that the GERM components have partly
independent effects. Finally, we would have got stronger results in the present
experiment if we had used highly trained musicians" such as professional pianists, as
listeners - at least for some components (e.g., G).

Needless to say, the GERM model must be subjected to further empirical
evaluation. One particularly important experiment could be to compare the output
of the model with the output of human performers under the same but varying
conditions. This could involve the following: First, we let the GERM model play
three pieces with prescribed emotional expressions. Then, we ask some human
performers to play the same pieces with the same emotional expressions. Finally, we
compare the output of the model with that of the performers by (a) correlating the
acoustic data of the two kinds of p'erformances, and (b) correlating listeners' adjective
ratings of the tvVo kinds of performances. If the model is valid, the data from the
model performances should correlate strongly with the data from human performers
across melodies and emotions. One additional experiment that would be interesting
to attempt is the so-called "Turing test": Would a listener be able to discriminate
GERM performances from performances by human performers; and ifso, how well?

The majority of studies of music performance have focused on generative aspects
- or Hthe orthodoxy of performance expression", as Clarke (1995) has called it. It
is the conviction of the present authors that, by considering all four components of
the GERM model together, we will be better able to explain the variability usually
found in music performance data. As should be apparent, we hypothesize that all
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components in the GERM model have their origins in human phenomena outside
the music domain. Therefore one implication of the GERM model is that it agrees
with Palmer's (1997) view of music performance as Cta seemingly unique human
ability that is not unique in its underlying cognitive mechanisms" (p. 134). The
present version of the model should be regarded as work in progress. Much remains
to be done in terms of testing and refining various aspects of the model. Thus, the
GERM model represents not so much the final destination as the vehicle for getting
there. It may turn out that a decomposition ofperformance expression is better done
in terms of a different model. However, if the GERM model manages to stimulate
research to create more refined models of expression, the GERM model has served
its purpose. The most crucial message of this article is that different approaches to
performance expression need to be integrated. This work has now begun10•

(10) We thank Erik Lindstrom for help in recruiting participants for the experiment. We are
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• Hacia un modele informatico de expresi6n de
la interpretaci6n musical: el modela GERM

Este articulo presenta un modelo informatico de expresi6n de la interpretaci6n

musical: el modele GERM. El prop6sito del modelo GERM es (a) describir las

principales fuentes de variabilidad en la interpretaci6n musical; (b) subrayar la

necesidad de integrar diferentes aspectos de interpretaci6n en un modele comun,

y (c) proporcionar algunos preliminares (GERM = una base desdela cual una cosa

se puede desarrollar) para un modele informatico que simule los diferentes aspectos.

Basandonos en anteriores investigaciones sobre interpretaci6n, proponemos que

la expresi6n de la interpretaci6n se derive de cuatro fuentes principales de

variabilidad: (1) Reglas generativas que funcionan para convenir la estructura

generativa de manera musical (G. Clarke, 1988; Sundberg, 1988); (2) Expresi6n

emocional, que es gobernada por la intenci6n expresiva del interprete (Juslin,

1997a); (3) Variaciones casuales que reflejan la variaci6n del metr6nomo interno y

la del retardo motor (Gilden, 2001; Wing y Kristofferson, 1973); y (4) Principios del

movimiento, que prescriben que ciertos hechos de la interpretaci6n se forman de

acuerdo can el movimiento biol6gico (Shove y Repp, 1995). Una version preliminar

del modelo GERM fue puesto en practica mediante srntesis informatica. Las

interpretaciones informatizadas se evaluaron mediante un t~st de audici6n

realizado a participantes musicalmente entrenados. Los resultados del test apoyan

una descomposici6n de la expresi6n en terminos del modelo GERM. Se discuten,

ademas, implicaciones para futuras investigaciones sobre interpretaci6n musical.

• Verso un madelIa informatica di espressione
nell'esecuzione musica.le:iI modella GERM

Questa articolo presenta un modello informatico di espressione nell'esecuzione

musicale: iI modello GERM. Lo scopo di tale madelia consiste (a) nel descrivere Ie

principali fonti di variabilita nell' esecuzione musicale, (b) nel sottolineare iI bisogno

di integrare differenti aspetti dell' esecuzione in un modello comune, e (c) nel

farnire alcuni elementi preliminari (GERM = base dalla quale si pub sViluppare

qualcosa) per un modello informatico che incentivi i differenti aspetti. Sulla base di

precedenti ricerche 5ull'esecuzione, proponiamo che I'espressione. nell'esecuzione

derivi da quattro principali fonti di variabilita: (1) Regale Generative, la cui funzione

edi trasmettere in modo musicale la struttura generativa (v. ad es. Clarke, 1988;

Sundberg, 1988); (2) Espressione Emotiva, regolata dall'intenzione espressiva

dell'esecutore (v. ad es. Juslin, 1997a); (3) Variazioni Casuali, che riflettono la

variazione del metronome interne e quella del ritardo motoria (v. ad es. Gilden,

2001; Wing e Kristofferson, 1973); e (4) Principi Motori, i quali prescrivono che

determinati elementi dell'esecuzione si delineino in conformita al mota biologico

(v. ad es. Shove e Repp, 1995). Una versione preliminare del modello GERM estata

messa a punto utilizzando la sintesi al computer: °esecuzioni sintetizzate sono

state valutate da soggetti musicalmente preparati in un test d'ascolto. I risultati
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del test confermano una scomposizione dell' espressione nei termini proposti

dal modello GERM. Vengono discusse Ie implicazioni per la futura ricerca

suII'esecuzione musicale.

., Vers un modele informatique de Ilexpression
.dans I'execution musicale: Ie modele GERM

On propose ici un modele informatique de I'expression dans I'execution musicale:

Ie modele GERM. L'objectif de ce modele est de (a) decrire les sources principales

de la variabilite en matiere d'execution musicale, (b) souligner la necessite

d'integrer divers aspects de I'execution en un modele universel et (c) fournir

certains preliminaires (germe = base a partir de laquelle quelque chose peut se

developper) d'un modele informatique de simulation des differents aspects.

Prenant appui sur les travaux existant en matiere d'execution, nous faisons

I'hypothese que I'expression dans I'execution derive de quatre sources principales

de variabilite : (1) les regles generatives, dont I'action transforme en musique la

structure generative (par exemple, Clarke, 1988; Sundberg, 1988); (2) I'expression

emotionnelle, qui est gouvernee par I'intention expressive de I'executant (par

exemple, Juslin, 1997a); (3) les variations aleatoires, qui traduisent la variance de

I'horloge interne et celie du retard. moteur (par exemple, Gilden, 2001; Wing et

Kristofferson, 1973); et (4) les principes du mouvement, prescrivant que certaines

caracteristiques soient calquees sur Ie mouvement biologique (par exemple, Shove

et Repp, 1995). Une premiere version du modele GERM a ete realisee au moyen

de la synthese informatique. Des executions synthetiques ont ete evaluees sous

la forme d1un test d'ecQute par des sujets ayant une formation musicale. Les

resultats confirment qu'i1 y a decomposition de I'expression selon les termes du

modele GERM. Les implications pour la recherche sur I'execution musicale sont

ensuite discutees.

• Zu einern Berechnungsmodell der Expression in
der musikalischen Performance: das GERM-Modell

Ziel dieses Modells ist es, (a) die Hauptquellen der Variabilitat im musikalischen

Vortrag zu beschreiben, (2) die Notwendigkeit zu unterstreichen, verschiedene

Aspekte des Ausdruckes in einem allgemeinen Modell zu integrieren, und (c) einige

Preliminiarien - germ hei()t Keirn, von welchern aus etwas entwickelt werden kann

- fOr ein Berechnungsmodell beizubringen, das die verschiedenen Aspekte

simuliert. In Anlehnung an frOhere Performance-Forschungen wird vorgeschlagen,

diesen Performance-Ausdruck von vier Hauptquellen der Variabilitat abzuleiten:

(1) von generativen Regeln, deren Funktion darin besteht, die generative Struktur

musikalisch zu vermitteln (e. g. Clarke, 1988; Sundberg, 1988); (2) vom

emotionalen Ausdruck, der von der expressiven Intention des AusfOhrenden

geleitet wird (e. g. Juslin, 1997a); (3) von Zufallsvariationen, welche die Varianz

eines inneren Zeitgebers und der motorischen Verzogerung widerspiegeln (e. g.
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Gilden, 2001; Wing und Kristofferson, 1973); und (4) von Bewegungsprinzipien,

welche vorschreiben, daB bestimmte Merkmale der AusfOhrung in Obereinstimmung

mit der biologischen Bewegung gestaltet werden (e. g. Shove und Repp, 1995).

Eine Vorversion des GERM-Modells wurde mittels Computersynthese implementiert.

Synthetisierte AusfOhrungen wurden durch musikalisch trainierte Personen in

einem Hortest evaluiert. Die Testresultate unterstOtzen eine Dekomposition des

Ausdruckes unter dem Aspekt des GERM-Modells. Implikationen fOr die weitere

Forschung zur musikalischen Performance werden diskutiert.
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